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Guatemala Bound
BY LAURA SICILIANO–ROSEN

The incredible cultural and natural diversity of this rugged
Central American nation makes for a rewarding journey.

Visitor Information
Antigua

T

Getting there:
From Guatemala City’s airport,
shuttle buses run frequently to
Antigua for around $10
(approximately 50 minutes); alternatively, a cab costs about $25.

ture on the Central American travelers’ circuit. But before you’re

Where to stay: Filadelfia Coffee
Resort (filadelfiaresort.com;
from $233.10); the Hotel Aurora
(hotelauroraantigua.com; doubles $65), with a beautiful leafy
courtyard, is a sweet mid-range
option in town.

in the culture department. Its ancient legacy is one that’s encoun-

Lake Atitlán

than any pretty palm-fringed landscape.

Getting there:
Book a shuttle van to Panajachel
(2.5 hours) at a travel agency in
Antigua, like Atitráns
(atitrans.com; $12).
Where to stay:
La Casa del Mundo (lacasadelmundo.com; $31-$68); if you
prefer to be based in a town, try
Hotel Dos Mundos (hoteldosmundos.com; $60) in Pana,
popular for its private garden,
pool, and Italian restaurant.

welve years removed from its devastating 36-year civil war,
Guatemala has finally established itself as a permanent fix-

told it’s an off-the-beaten-path alternative to lovely Costa Rica—
the long-regarded “safe” country on that mysterious sliver of
land between continents—consider this: Guatemala, regarded as
the birthplace of Mayan civilization, one-ups all of its neighbors

tered daily in every village in the traditions, dress, language, and
handicrafts of indigenous Mayan descendants, who account for
more than half of the country’s population. The resulting riot of
color and custom is far more exotic and intriguing to behold

As it happens, though, Guatemala is gorgeous to look at—
like Costa Rica indeed, it’s filled with enough jungles, beaches,
mountains, volcanoes, and lakes to test the possibilities of natural diversity. Respect their traditions, and Guatemalans are a
warm, friendly bunch; in well-traveled locales, many can speak
English, though a minimal grasp of Spanish will always serve
you well. Plan about a week to experience the country’s best-ofboth-worlds nature via two spectacular destinations.
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Days 1-4: Colonial City
Once Guatemala’s capital, and the center of colonial power in Central America,
Antigua was plagued by a string of earthquakes until a severe 1773 quake finally
prompted the official decision to relocate. Fortunately, the city wasn’t totally
abandoned and Antigua with its picturesque ruins and Baroque-style colonial
buildings was listed as a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1979. Today, it’s an
oasis of 17th-century cobblestone streets and candy-colored colonial homes
with a strong indigenous presence and a youthful culture fueled by a number
of language schools—all presided over by three towering volcanoes.
At just 10 by 10 blocks, Antigua is easily explored on foot, and roaming
its atmospheric streets, on which any bend can bring you in humbling view of
a giant volcano, is a simple pleasure that can use up the better half of a day.
But you’ll want to explore more closely and historian Elizabeth Bell’s threehour walking tour ($20; antiguatours.net) provides a wonderful first-day cultural
and historical introduction to the city.
Set aside your second morning for some of the more impressive ruins. In
the northeast, the well-preserved Las Capuchinas convent, in which the
Capuchin nuns once resided in austerity (look for the two cells showing dioramas),
is now a sanctuary of quiet colonnades and vaulted ceilings with an open,
flower-edged courtyard. A few blocks west, the restored La Merced church
wears a bold, intricate façade of white plaster molding on butter-hued paint;
adjacent to it, the ruins of the gardens and cloisters are dominated by a striking
multitiered fountain.
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Come afternoon, break from the ruins circuit
with a museum and market—or two. Casa
Popenoe (1 Ave. Sur at 5 Calle Oriente), authentically restored to its original glory by an American
doctor in the 1930s, offers a rare, fascinating peek
inside a real colonial mansion. A few blocks
north, the colorful weekend indigenous crafts
market on the street outside the El Carmen church
ruins is a favorite of souvenir-hunters (remember
to ask permission of the Mayans before taking
their photos). Alternatively, on Saturdays, you
can browse textiles over breakfast at La Fuente
(#14 4 Calle Oriente) nearby, where local women
display their wares in the courtyard. And there’s
plenty of more high-end shopping as well: Try
Runas (#14 4a. Calle Oriente) for handcrafted
jewelry, Casa de los Gigantes (#18 7 Calle Oriente)
for native-pine furniture and handicrafts, and
Nim Po’t (#29 5a. Ave. Norte) for fine textiles,
carvings, and other souvenirs.
To experience more of the surrounding landscape—and acquire new bragging rights—book an
excursion to Volcan Pacaya on your third day,
with a travel agency like Old Town Outfitters
(adventureguatemala.com; $30, includes lunch).
The trip involves a roughly two-hour hike up the
forested slope of an active volcano, culminating
in an exhilarating climb over charred volcanic
rock. Depending on conditions, hikers can sometimes peer over the crater’s lip into the volcano’s
fiery underbelly. It’s not for the fainthearted, but
even the hike to the cone’s base is worth the trip
for the stunning views.
Less adventurous but equally interesting,
Finca Filadelfia (rdaltoncoffee.com; $15) a coffee
plantation about a mile from Antigua, offers an
excellent three-hour tour on coffee growing and
processing—a must for any self-respecting java
lover (especially the part when you buy beans to
take home). The estate recently opened the luxurious new Filadelfia Coffee Resort, partially renovated
from the plantation owner’s former abode, and
plans for a spa are in the works.
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Days 5-8: A lake and its villages
Lago de Atitlán, a freshwater crater lake some
5,000 miles above sea level, has long attracted
artists, writers, mystics and travelers to its photogenic shores. Visually, its appeal rests in the three
volcanoes that, like in Antigua, loom expressively over the deep blue waters, a most bewitching
backdrop on clear mornings. But Lake Atitlan’s
villages reveal a glimpse into everyday Maya–life
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that’s unusual for such a well-traveled area.
The port-of-entry town, Panajachel (or just “Pana”), once a major hippie
hangout and now a laid-back mecca of street hawkers and expat cafes, is where
most shuttle vans from Antigua wind up. If you’re not staying in Pana, you’ll need
to take a lancha, or boat that regularly plies the waters throughout the day, to your
destination.
Accommodations around the lake range from dirt-cheap to high luxury.
Somewhere in between, La Casa del Mundo, a hotel near El Jaibalito, is an ideal
spot from which to be based. Spectacularly carved into the cliff side among rock
gardens, flowery terraces, and dazzling views, the hotel boasts easy access to the
best this area has to offer—the lake, naturally, but also the ancient Mayan trail that
runs around it, connecting most of the villages.
Three days at the lake invite a relaxed examination. Mornings bring clear,
glassy waters, too perfect for swimming, reading, and hammock-lounging to do
much else (the more ambitious can rent kayaks). Save village trips for after lunch,
when winds and clouds tend to roll in. You can flag down a lancha from the dock
or brave the rugged trail, which passes behind the hotel. (Before embarking on any
hikes, check with hotel staff for safety precautions.)
Start with San Marcos La Laguna, about 25 minutes away by lancha. New
Agey tourist facilities occupy the lush land along the lakeshore—think yoga and
massage studios, a holistic center—while the Maya village sits behind it, in
poignant contrast. Both communities are worth exploring, as is San Pedro La
Laguna further west. Another Maya village-cum-bohemian hangout, San Pedro is
popular with dreadlocked expats and long-term travelers for its lively counterculture
scene and language schools; certainly, given the abundant tropical landscape,
you’d be hard-pressed to find a more inviting setting in which to study Spanish.
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Colorful homes line a street in Antigua.

Lanchas also stop in less-visited San Juan La
Laguna, where you can shop the beautiful handwoven products at weaving co-ops—in their
effort to preserve an ancient art, the Tz’utujil
Maya women here use the traditional waist-loom
and natural dyes made from local plants.
Earmark one afternoon for Santiago
Atitlán, the lakeside’s largest village and the site
of devastating mudslides during 2005’s
Hurricane Stan, the scars of which remain visible
on the mountains behind town. The magnificent
colonial church is worth a peek, as is the Museo
Cojolya weaving museum and store. But perhaps the strangest cultural experience here is
visiting San Simón (a.k.a. Maximón), the “evil”
saint that many Maya pay homage to in shrines
around the country. Ask a local to take you to
“la casa de Maximón,” and expect to pay about
25 cents to enter the shrine—usually a smoky,
candlelit room cluttered with offerings, from
chickens to liquor bottles—plus an additional
buck or so if you wish to take a photo. The man-size
Maximón is often dressed in Western garb,
festooned with neckties and money, and sporting a fat cigar in his mouth. Just remember that
silly as it all may seem, the matter of Maximón
is quite solemn to most locals, so be respectful.
You’ll find that days at Lake Atitlán are
long and restful; as in Antigua, your gaze will
often linger on the commanding landscape
around you—soaring volcanoes, glistening
waters, flashes of colored fabric on a cobblestone street. Undoubtedly, on your return to the
airport, you’ll already be plotting your next
visit, perhaps to explore the ancient Mayan
ruins at Tikal or the more isolated parts of the
enchanting Western highlands. But until then,
you can relish in having met Guatemala—to
have walked its history, swum its waters, and
experienced its singular traditions.
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